
Situated in the Metro Detroit area, Master
Pneumatic (MP) has grown from its inception in
1950 to emerge as a premier player and global
powerhouse in the field of FRL manufacturing.

With a presence spanning over 35 countries, we
proudly offer a diverse range of more than 700
custom products meticulously tailored to suit our
customers' specific applications. Drawing upon
decades of design and manufacturing expertise, we
bring forth an unparalleled level of flexibility and
innovation that sets us apart in the industry.

Through seamless vertical integration, we have
solidified our position as a prominent producer of
FRL systems and an array of pneumatic devices.
Backed by our exceptional 7-year warranty and
adherence to ISO 9001:2015 standards, our
offerings provide customers with unwavering
reliability and the assurance to enhance and
safeguard their systems with utmost confidence.
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380 Series

SPECIALIZATION

Discover our comprehensive range of FRL
assemblies designed to cater to a wide array of
filtration, pressure regulation, and lubrication
needs. Renowned for their unmatched reliability
and cost-effectiveness, our FRL assemblies stand
out as top-notch choices in today's market.

FRL Assemblies: 

Experience the epitome of precision lubrication
with our Single-Point and Multi-Point Lubricators
(SPL & MPL). These cutting-edge solutions
guarantee optimal performance, prolonged tool
life, reduced maintenance, and enhanced tool
control. Unlike traditional mist lubricators, our
precision lubrication technology safeguards your
equipment against unnecessary damages, while
maximizing its potential to the fullest.

Precision Lubrication:

Introducing our revolutionary "Big Air"
regulators that boast unparalleled high flow,
high relief performance, and the ultimate air
output. With externally piloted regulators
available in sizes of up to 3" ports and flow
ratings surpassing 4000 SCFM, these high-flow
regulators offer a cost-efficient solution and
ensure a remarkable return on investment.
Unleash your system's true capabilities without
compromising its integrity.

"Big Air" Regulators
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Versatile Filtration, Pressure Regulation, and Lubrication Solutions. 

Advanced SPL & MPL Lubricators

 Unleash Your System's Performance


